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Abstract—We present a method for predicting data-dependent
jitter (DDJ) introduced by a general linear time-invariant LTI
system based on the system’s unit step response. We express the
exact DDJ of a first-order system and verify the validity of the so-
lution experimentally. We then propose a perturbation technique
to generalize the analytical expression for DDJ. We highlight
the significance of the unit step response in characterizing DDJ
and emphasize that bandwidth is not a complete measure for
predicting DDJ. We separate the individual jitter contributions
of prior bits and use the result to predict the DDJ of a general
LTI system. In particular, we identify a dominant prior bit that
signifies the well-known distribution of deterministic jitter, the two
impulse functions. We also show a jitter minimization property
of high-order LTI systems. We verify our generalized analytical
expression of DDJ for several real systems including an integrated
CMOS 10-Gb/s trans-impedance amplifier by comparing the
theory and measurement results. The theory predicts the jitter
with as low as only 7.5% error.

Index Terms—Data-dependent jitter (DDJ), deterministic jitter
(DJ), jitter, jitter distribution, linear time-invariant (LTI) system,
step response.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-SPEED serial communications depends upon phe-
nomenological understanding of timing jitter. Timing

jitter of data transition is deviations of the threshold-crossing
time, i.e., time at which data crosses a decision threshold,
compared to a reference clock. The transmitter, channel, and
receiver contribute to timing jitter of the data sequence. In addi-
tion, the timing jitter of the data is inherited as phase uncertainty
of the recovered sampling clock. The bit error rate (BER) of
the regenerated data sequence in the receiver is degraded by the
timing jitter of the data and sampling clock. Nonidealities such
as bandwidth limitation and medium dispersion exacerbate
jitter effects.

Data timing jitter is separated into random jitter (RJ) and de-
terministic jitter (DJ) [1]. RJ is random variations of threshold-
crossing time often due to a noise source, e.g., in the synchro-
nizing clock [2]. DJ is further categorized into data-dependent
jitter (DDJ), duty cycle distortion jitter, and bounded uncorre-
lated to data jitter (e.g., crosstalk jitter or sinusoidal jitter) [1].
DDJ is threshold-crossing time deviations correlated to the pre-
vious bits on the current data bit. It is also known as pattern jitter.
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DDJ is often caused by bandwidth limitations of the system or
electromagnetic reflections of the signal. Therefore, DDJ has
a larger impact on high-speed transmission systems with re-
stricted bandwidth. In this study, we propose methods for char-
acterizing DDJ theoretically based on system parameters.

The impact of timing jitter on the performance of different
communication links has been studied extensively [3]–[10].
However, these studies have focused on the effect of digital
pattern on the output jitter of the extracted clock. They have
neglected the limitations of all other blocks in the communi-
cation link. For instance, Byrne et al. have investigated the
accumulation effect of timing jitter in a series of regenera-
tors with special attention to the effect of pattern jitter [4].
However, the analysis is limited to a simple second-order tank
as the timing extraction block. Saltzberg has estimated the
aggregate effect of RJ and DDJ using Taylor series expansion
and has calculated the jitter of the extracted sampling clock
[5]. Similarly, Gardner has compared the effect of pattern jitter
on different clock recovery schemes [7]. He has presented a
relation between DDJ and the sampling clock phase variation
with qualitative explanations. Huang et al. have proposed pulse
shapes that result in DDJ-free data streams [8]. However, they
have emphasized the peak-to-peak DDJ and have calculated it
from the two data sequences that result in the maximum shift
of the threshold-crossing time. They have assumed a given
form for the received data stream, namely, an ideal noncausal
Nyquist pulse. All these studies condition the system that
generates DDJ to several assumptions. A model for the DDJ
generated from a general linear time-invariant (LTI) system is
still lacking.

In a different context, jitter modeling techniques are developed
for separating and measuring jitter performance of devices in
communication links [1], [10]–[12]. Reliable jitter measurement
methods are more important in high-speed devices, where
bandwidth limitations aggravate DDJ. Therefore, predicting
DDJ contribution is essential to accurate measurement systems.
For instance, Shimanouchi has related the bandwidth of an
automatic test equipment (ATE) system and the DDJ [10].
However, his analysis was based on the previous data transition
only. In addition, he limits the model to first-order system
response.

Although the significance of DDJ has been realized in the
aforementioned literature, theoretical analysis of DDJ and study
of its relation to system parameters such as bandwidth has been
neglected. The main contribution of this paper is to expand the
study of [13] and propose a method for predicting DDJ for a
general LTI system in a context suitable for circuits and system
designers. The dependence of DDJ on system parameters pro-
vides additional insights for minimizing jitter and highlights that
increasing the bandwidth does not necessarily minimize DDJ. In
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addition, the technique reduces the simulation or measurement
time remarkably by relating DDJ characterization linearly to the
number of prior bits. The conventional computation grows ex-
ponentially with the number of bits because it requires passing
all possible sequences through the system. The theoretical re-
sults are matched with jitter histogram measurements.

In this paper, we first define DDJ formally in Section II. In
Section III, an analytical expression for DDJ is derived for first-
order LTI systems. The expressions are associated to commonly
used distribution of DDJ and the results are experimentally ver-
ified. Next, we generalize the analysis for any LTI system with a
known step response in Section IV. A perturbation method is in-
troduced that approximates DDJ by separating the jitter contri-
butions of previous bits. In Section V, we compare the measured
DJ of real communication media with analytical expressions of
Section IV and demonstrate that the presented analytical results
estimate DDJ accurately and are reliable for predicting jitter.

II. FRAMEWORK

A. Data Jitter

A typical serial communication receiver regenerates data by
sampling the received signal. Sampling occurs synchronous to
a clock extracted from the corrupted data. Ideally, the sampling
clock should occur between adjacent data transitions to opti-
mize the BER. For a given symbol rate, each threshold crossing
time ideally occurs at integer multiples of the symbol period.
However, it deviates from the ideal value due to several factors
in the link (e.g., noise, limited channel bandwidth, limited re-
ceiver front-end bandwidth). Consequently, the knowledge of
the effect of the system on data threshold crossing times and the
sampling clock timing is essential for optimizing BER.

Data jitter is the deviation of the data threshold crossing times
from a reference time. The total jitter is modeled as the sum of
two independent random variables, RJ, , and DJ, [1]
as follows:

(1)

Hence, the total jitter probability distribution function (PDF) is
the convolution of the PDF of RJ and DJ [14]

(2)

where is the PDF of each jitter term.
RJ is modeled by a Gaussian random variable [1]. DJ has

systematic origins such as bandwidth limitation or crosstalk.
In general, it has stochastic characteristics because transmitted
data or data in neighboring channels is random. Efforts for
modeling the PDF of DJ are typically based on results from
measurement techniques and numerical computation algorithms
[12]–[16]. The distribution function of DJ has been previously
modeled as two impulse functions [1], [15]. DJ is characterized
by the distance between the two impulses.1 Fig. 1(a) illustrates
how total jitter distribution results from the combination of
RJ and DJ. Fig. 1(b) shows a typical measurement result for

1Wavecrest Technol., Eden Prairie, MN. Jitter Fundamentals. [Online]. Avail-
able: http://www.wavecrestcorp.com/technical/pdf/jittfun_hires_sngls.pdf

Fig. 1. (a) Distribution of total jitter from the convolution of RJ and DJ PDFs.
(b) Eye diagram and jitter histogram measurement for a data sequence passed
through a microstrip transmission line on FR4 PCB.

the eye diagram of a received data sequence around threshold
crossing time. The measured jitter histogram approximates
data jitter distribution in Fig. 1(a). In this study, we analytically
explore DDJ, one of the major components of DJ. We propose
methods for characterizing DDJ theoretically based on system
parameters. Analytical studies on other sources of DJ can be
found in [17].

B. DDJ

DDJ is the deviation of each data threshold-crossing time
from a reference time due to the residual memory of data
bits. Limited bandwidth of the transmission medium (e.g.,
printed circuit board (PCB) traces), receiver front-end [e.g.,
trans-impedance amplifier (TIA)], or electromagnetic reflec-
tions cause prior symbols to interfere with the current transition.
While the effect of inter-symbol interference (ISI) on the am-
plitude of the received symbols has been studied (e.g., [18] and
[19]), its effect on the timing needs further analysis. The effect
of ISI on timing is to change the threshold-crossing time of a
data transition and cause DDJ.

To find DDJ, a sequence of random binary data is passed
through an LTI system that models the overall response of the
band-limited link and causes DDJ. The last two bits of the se-
quence are either “01” or “10” to model a rising edge transi-
tion or falling edge transition, respectively. The variation of the
crossing time of the transition can be related to the data statis-
tics to calculate DDJ. The process is illustrated in Fig. 2. For
symmetric input rising and falling transitions and a threshold of
half signal swing, the jitter distributions for rising and falling
transitions are identical and the calculation of one is sufficient.

A random data sequence arriving at the input can be repre-
sented by

(3)

otherwise
(4)
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Fig. 2. Response of a general LTI system to a random bit sequence and
generation of DDJ.

where is the unit step function and models the rising edge.
is the unit pulse signal, as described in (4), with duration

of bit period . are the random bits that are either “1” or
“0” with a given probability. The sum in (3) starts from
to guarantee a rising edge at . The output of the system
can be written as

(5)

where and are, respectively, the system step response
and unit pulse response.

The solution to

(6)

for is the time of the threshold-crossing event as a function
of data statistics and system parameters. We compare to the
time of threshold-crossing event when all the are zero and
we denote it by . We can calculate by solving

.
DDJ is then defined as

(7)

We will solve (6) for the first-order system as an example in
Section III and analyze the general LTI system in Section IV.

III. ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION FOR DDJ:
FIRST-ORDER SYSTEM

A. Analytical Expression for Threshold Crossing Time

Here, we analyze the DDJ of a first-order system as described
by the transfer function

(8)

Here, is the system time constant, and the associated 3-dB
bandwidth is . From (6) and (7), we can derive the DDJ
random variable for a first-order system as

(9)

Fig. 3. Ensemble of normalized DDJ values for different ratios of bandwidth
to bit rate along with the appropriate model to use for DDJ PDF.

where we define that relates the system bandwidth
and bit rate. In a system with a large bandwidth compared to
the input data rate, approaches zero. On the other hand, if the
bandwidth is small, the data transitions take longer. The upper
limit on for this calculations is set if we assume the rising
transition crosses the threshold within a bit period. This forces

to values smaller than 0.5. At , the bandwidth is only
11% of the bit rate.2

Equation (9) relates the impact of each prior bit and the
threshold-crossing time deviation. For any data transition,
the prior bits are random sequences that overall result in an
ensemble of values. As , the more recent bits have
a dominant effect on jitter and has the largest impact. The
residual effect of the bits also vanishes exponentially for larger
system bandwidth to bit rate ratio, i.e., when approaches zero.
Fig. 3 captures these effects by plotting in unit intervals
(UIs) for different values of . For each , all the possible
values of are plotted. We include the impact of four prior
bits and neglect the effect of more distant bits. A larger corre-
sponds to smaller bandwidth to bit rate ratio causing divergence
in values and larger DDJ. If we change the scale on the

-axis and plot DDJ for small values of , we will observe
similar DDJ characteristics on a different scale of . In fact,
it can be seen from (9) that, for each data sequence, takes
a unique value. Therefore, on a smaller scale, for , the same
divergence characteristics would be observed for values. In
fact, has a self-similar behavior for different scales of .

For is concentrated around two values.
In this range of system bandwidth, the DDJ distribution can be
modeled with two impulses that carry the probability weight
expressed in Section II. However, for larger , the distribution
should be extended to four or more impulses, as can be seen
from Fig. 3. In a first-order system, the concentration of data
jitter around two values corresponds to bandwidth range, where
only the penultimate bit has a remarkable effect on jitter.
Since is “1” or “0,” the data jitter is divided into two mean
probability masses, modeled by the two impulse functions. Sim-
ilar behavior for DDJ distribution is generalized to higher order
systems, as will be seen in Section IV. A dominant prior bit (not
necessarily ) will be identified that shapes DDJ distribution
as two impulse functions.

2In a practical communication link, the receiver bandwidth is typically
70%–80% of the bit rate.
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B. Peak-to-Peak Jitter

DDJ is bounded. It can be characterized by its peak-to-peak
jitter value . From (9), extremes of are obtained for
all one and all zero prior bits. The all zero prior bits sequence
corresponds to the latest threshold crossing time, which is also
selected as the reference time . Therefore, we can calculate
peak-to-peak DDJ as

(10)

which is overlaid with a dashed line in the plot of Fig. 3. Since
the latest crossing time is referenced, the plot shows that
sets an upper bound on .

C. Scale-One DDJ

In modern serial communication links, measured total jitter
distributions resemble the jitter histogram in Fig. 1(b). In such
systems, a useful measure of DDJ is the distance between the
two impulse functions in Fig. 1(a) or the separation between
the means of the two Gaussian distributions. According to dis-
cussions in Section III-A, the two impulse distribution results
when the impact of only one prior bit ( ) on jitter is included.
Therefore, we define the separation of the impulses as follows
and call it the scale-one DDJ :

(11)

where is the conditional expected value of given .
For equal probabilities of “1” and “0,” we can show

(12)

We verified the expression in (12) experimentally by testing a
first-order RC filter that serves as the first-order system [20].
A 2 1 pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) was applied to
the filter and the jitter histogram was measured using Agilent’s
86100 communication analyzer. The input bit rate was scanned
over a wide range of observable values. An example his-
togram is shown in Fig. 4(a) for and shows signifi-
cant amount of . The separation of the jitter mean of the
two Gaussians in the histogram was measured. Fig. 4(b) demon-
strates excellent agreement between (12) and the measurement
results. For , RJ dominated .

IV. DDJ ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION: GENERAL LTI SYSTEM

A. Perturbation Method

For a general LTI system, (6) may not be solvable analytically.
We propose a technique that approximates DDJ for a general
LTI system based only on its step response. The method can be
exploited easily in simulation or measurement to characterize
DDJ and optimize jitter performance.

DDJ occurs because the tails of prior bits perturb the time
that the data transition crosses the threshold level. In the
absence of any prior bit, threshold crossing time is , as
discussed in Section II. However, if is 1, the th prior bit
changes by in (5). The perturbation shifts
the threshold crossing time from and causes jitter. Assuming

Fig. 4. (a) Eye diagram magnified around threshold crossing time for a
first-order system at � = 0:1. (b) Comparison of the measurement results for
DDJ and the analytical expression in (12) for a first-order system.

Fig. 5. Deviation of the threshold-crossing time due to the effect of the kth bit.

, the shift in threshold crossing time from
the contribution of the th bit can be calculated from the slope
of at and the shift in the amplitude of . This process
is shown graphically in Fig. 5. The threshold crossing time shift
due to the th bit is denoted by . We have

(13)

and the overall perturbation effect (DDJ) is defined as

(14)

This technique is based on classical perturbation theory (e.g.,
[21]). The assumption made above on the amount of perturba-
tion bounds the accuracy of the method. In a practical system,
the bandwidth is chosen such that unit pulse response fall time is
within . Therefore, is much smaller than and
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Fig. 6. Worst case accuracy of the perturbation method in predicting DDJ.
(a) For a first-order system. (b) For a second-order system.

(14) is a good approximation. If the link is designed such that
the received pulse has the shape of a raised cosine signal, the
approximation still holds. For such pulses, the residual memory
of prior bits changes slowly around the threshold crossing [22].
Therefore, the perturbation of the step response is .
A similar methodology was used to calculate the reference jitter
in a clock recovery system [5], [23], [24].

We evaluated the results in (14) for all possible bit sequences
and compared them against the accurate DDJ in (9) for a first-
order system. We limit to to account for the
11 most recent bits only because the effect of the bits exponen-
tially decreases. Error in DDJ prediction is calculated for each
bit sequence at different ratios of bandwidth to bit rate

and, for each ratio, the worst case relative error is plotted
in Fig. 6(a). The perturbation method approximation has worst
case accuracy of better than 2.5% in a practical range of band-
width. Moreover, at the nominal bandwidth to bit rate ratio of
0.7, the error is only 0.01%. For a first-order system, the error
in approximation is identical even if . Therefore,
(14) introduces a basis for a very efficient technique of calcu-
lating DDJ.

A further verification of the perturbation technique is done
for an all-pole second-order system with transfer function

(15)

where is the natural frequency and is the damping factor.
The exact DDJ value for this system is computed from MATLAB

simulations of system output for all possible bit sequences. The
approximated DDJ is then calculated using (14). The results are
compared and the worst case relative error is plotted in Fig. 6(b)

for different damping factors over a practical range of band-
width normalized to bit rate. Again, small relative errors verify
that (14) is an accurate expression for predicting the DDJ of a
general LTI system based on its step response.

B. Peak-to-Peak Jitter and Scale-One DDJ

We can use (14) to estimate the peak-to-peak DDJ for a gen-
eral LTI system. We have

(16)

The maximum of is achieved for the data sequence in which
if and otherwise. Similarly,

the minimum of is achieved for the data sequence, where
if and otherwise. Therefore,

(16) is simplified to

(17)

Scale-one DDJ can also be defined for a general LTI system
similar to (11). However, the predominant impact on jitter is not
necessarily related to , as discussed in Section III. The pulse
response of the system and the bit rate determine the effect of
prior bits. The effect of each prior bit can be estimated separately
from (13) and the bit with the most prominent impact can be
distinguished. Using the same definition as in (11) and assuming
that has the largest impact on DDJ, then

(18)

Therefore, we conclude

(19)

which is an important yet simple expression that determines the
separation of the two impulses in the PDF of DDJ, as in Fig. 1(a),
for a general LTI system. It can be integrated into any com-
munication link design or circuit design simulation software to
predict the DDJ contribution of the corresponding component
in the system. In addition, can be easily measured using
a general-purpose high-speed oscilloscope. We will verify (19)
experimentally in Section V.

A significant advantage of the perturbation method is the re-
markable reduction of the simulation or measurement time of
DDJ. In fact, simulation time for peak-to-peak DDJ is now lin-
early related to , while direct calculation from (6) requires
passing all the possible sequences through the system, which
increases exponentially with .
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Fig. 7. (a) Variation of the impacts of the last three prior bits on DDJ in a
second-order system. (b) Existence of a minimum in the peak-to-peak DDJ.

C. DDJ Minimization

In a first-order system, any will increase the absolute
value of DDJ. Furthermore, the closer the bit to the data transi-
tion, the stronger its impact on data jitter. However, this is not
generally true for all LTI systems. It can be seen from (13) that
the sign and value of depends on and, based
on the response of the system, the effect of each prior bit can dra-
matically vary independent of the other bits. The pulse response
in (13) is particularly sampled at integer multiples of bit period.
Therefore, for a given bit rate, the system can be designed such
that its pulse response reduces dominant DDJ terms and mini-
mizes overall jitter. Pulse shapes that result in minimum jitter in
addition to minimum ISI in the receiver have been studied [8],
[25]. As an example, the variations of the first three DDJ terms
from (13) is plotted in Fig. 7(a) for a second-order system with
different bandwidth to bit-rate ratios. The selected range covers
under-damped, over-damped, and critically damped systems. In
the range of 0.46–0.48 for the normalized bandwidth, has
a larger impact than . In addition, there exist a minimum
in the peak-to-peak DDJ, as illustrated in Fig. 7(b). This jitter
minimization behavior can be observed in higher order systems
as well. An experimental example is shown in Fig. 8, where the
output eye diagram of a 4-in copper microstrip transmission line
on a conventional FR4 board is plotted at two different bit rates.
The peak-to-peak jitter is clearly larger at the lower bit rate. As
will be illustrated in Section V, increasing the bandwidth blindly
does not necessarily reduce the DDJ.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Equation (19) provides a simple means for finding the DDJ
contributions of any LTI system for any bit rate based only on the

Fig. 8. Output eye diagram of a 4-in microstrip line on FR4 PCB at: (a) 5 and
(b) 6.5 Gb/s demonstrates larger peak-to-peak DJ at lower bit rate.

TABLE I
MEASURED AND ANALYTICAL DDJ

step response.Thepulse responsecanbestated in termsofstep re-
sponseas .Wewillverify thevalidityof the
results experimentally by comparing the predictions of (19) with
measured of several high-frequency systems including an
integrated CMOS TIA. We associate to the separation of
the means of two Gaussian distributions, as in Fig. 1(b), when
the jitter histogram at the output of the device-under-test (DUT)
is measured. We use Anritsu’s MP1763C pulse pattern generator
to provide the step input and PRBS input of the length 2 1. We
also use Agilent’s 86100 communication analyzer to measure the
step response and jitter histogram at the output. For each system,
we first measure and record the step response. We then apply a
PRBS at the input with varying bit rate. We measure at
a bit rate that the system shows having a significant amount of
DDJ. The bit rate is always such that data spectrum does not ex-
ceed the system bandwidth. This fact demonstrates that, while
the system bandwidth is large enough to minimize amplitude dis-
tortion, DDJ still persists. The jitter histogram is measured after
at least 500 000 crossing events are captured by the oscilloscope.
At the same time, we compute the pulse response from the mea-
sured step response and the current bit rate and calculate
from (19). Finally, we compare the measured and analytically
calculated .

A. Discrete Systems

In one set of experiments, we carry out the procedure for
various off-the-bench systems available in the laboratory. They
include a Mini Circuit ZFL 1000-LN driver amplifier with 1-GHz
bandwidth, a 9-in-long 50- copper microstrip on standard
FR4 PCB, a 10.5-in-long standard BNC coaxial cable, and an
HP 11688A microwave high-order low-pass filter with cutoff
frequency of GHz. None of these systems has a simple
first-order response. Therefore, the should be estimated
from (19). The measurement results are summarized in Table I.
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Fig. 9. Step response, pulse response, and individual jitter contributions of prior bits as calculated from (13) for the systems under test. (a) Mini Circuit ZFL-1000
amplifier. (b) Copper microstrip line on FR4 PCB. (c) HP 11688A low-pass filter. (d) BNC coaxial cable.

Small relative errors in the last column verify the validity of
the analytical results for predicting DDJ. For the microstrip
line, rather than has the most dominant effect on DDJ
and causes the scale-one separation of the threshold crossing
times.

Step response, pulse response, and the jitter contributions of
some prior bits are plotted in Fig. 9 for the systems we tested.

is calculated from a pulse response using (13). An impor-
tant observation is the significance of the pulse-response shape
of the system and its impact on DDJ at the output. HP 11688A
is a low-pass filter with the 3-dB cutoff frequency at 2.8 GHz.
Comparing to ZFL-1000, an amplifier with 3-dB bandwidth of
1 GHz, one may suspect the DDJ contribution to overall jitter
is larger for the amplifier due to smaller bandwidth. However,
around the same bit rate (1.2–1.3 Gb/s), the filter has signifi-
cantly larger DDJ. This can be associated to the pulse response
characteristics of the two systems, as illustrated in Fig. 9(a)
and (c). Pulse response of the filter has larger ringing in its
damping tail that dramatically increases the jitter from (13) be-
cause the samples of the pulse response at the measurement bit
rate (1.2 Gb/s) collide with the maxima and minima of the os-
cillating tail. Consequently, the contributions of prior bits are all
significant and oscillate between negative and positive values, as
can be seen from Fig. 9(c). However, the amplifier has smaller

ringing and the ringing oscillation frequency is not constant and
is not related to the measurement bit rate.

In summary, we must emphasize that bandwidth alone cannot
be a complete measure to characterize the DDJ contributions of
an LTI system. Although systems with small bandwidth tend to
increase DDJ, step response or pulse response of the system is
required to analyze the exact characteristics of output DDJ. The
system can particularly be designed such that the samples of its
pulse response are negligible at integer multiples of bit period
to minimize DDJ. Along the same line of arguments and similar
to Nyquist’s zero-ISI pulse shaping [18], Huang et al. [8] and
Gibby and Smith [25] have proposed channel pulse shapes that
result in minimum jitter contributions from prior bits and, hence,
optimize DDJ performance of the link.

In a communication link, if the channel response is not known
or is time varying, zero-ISI pulse shaping is not possible. In
such cases, an adaptive equalizer is utilized in the receiver to
minimize ISI [19]. Similarly, if pulse shaping for the transmitted
data sequence is not feasible due to channel unpredictability, a
DDJ equalizer can be used in front of the clock recovery circuit.

B. Integrated TIA

To verify the validity of the DDJ prediction theory, we tested
an integrated TIA. The TIA was implemented in a 0.18-mm
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Fig. 10. (a) TIA die photograph. (b) Test board setup for the 10-Gb/s TIA.

Fig. 11. TIA step response and impact of a pulse on t in a “101” sequence
at 3.3Gb/s.

BiCMOS technology using only CMOS transistors and demon-
strated a 9.2-GHz 3-dB bandwidth [26], [27]. We mount the
amplifier on a brass substrate and build the additional circuitry
around it on the same substrate using a low-loss Duroid PCB.
The chip is wire bonded to microstrip transmission lines that
then transfer the signal to subminiature A (SMA) connectors
on the brass substrate. The die photograph and the test board
setup are shown in Fig. 10. Although this TIA has enough band-
width to operate at 10 Gb/s, the reflections from connectors
and wire-bond mismatches in addition to the amplifier response
cause the whole system to have a ringing step response as the
measurement shows in Fig. 11. In spite of having enough band-
width, the TIA along with the measurement setup exhibit a large
amount of DDJ.

We measured DDJ of the TIA at two bit rates, i.e., 1.65
and 3.3 Gb/s, using the same procedure previously discussed.
While the bit rates are within the bandwidth range of the TIA,
we observed a significant amount of DDJ. The eye diagram at
1.65 Gb/s is shown in Fig. 12(a). The measurement results are
summarized in Table II. We should stress that the prediction of

Fig. 12. TIA eye diagram when DDJ and DDJ are observable.
(a) 1.65 Gb/s. (b) 3.37 Gb/s.

TABLE II
COMPARING MEASURED DDJ AND PREDICTIONS OF ANALYTICAL

EXPRESSION FOR THE 10-GB/s CMOS TIA

DDJ at several bit rates can be done with measuring the step
response only once.

In the case of 1.65 Gb/s, DDJ prediction using the perturba-
tion method has only 0.85% error. Larger scales of DDJ that are
associated with prior bits with less dominant jitter contributions
are often smaller than rms of RJ. Therefore, they are hard to
measure or observe and are, thus, neglected. However, the per-
turbation method can still predict DDJ of larger scales. We mea-
sured the DDJ scale-one and scale-two of the
TIA at 3.37 Gb/s, where both were observable, as illustrated in
Fig. 12. The measurement results are compared with the calcu-
lations in Table II. The perturbation method predicts scale-two
DDJ with an accuracy of 2.5%. The measured values of
and are related to and , as calculated from
(13), respectively. The negative value of corresponds to
a negative shift in the zero crossing. In other words, all the se-
quences in which is “1” will split from the zero crossings
that occur at and will move to . On the other hand,
positive will split each crossing group to two groups, one
remaining in the same position and one moving to the
right. Therefore, overall, four crossing groups can be observed,
as in Fig. 12(b).
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VI. CONCLUSION

DDJ is one type of DJ that results from residual effects of
prior bits on a data threshold crossing time. It degrades BER and
link performance as the data rates increase, while the system
bandwidth budget is restricted. We have proposed a method-
ology to estimate a general LTI system’s DDJ based on its
step response. The method reduces the complexity remarkably
because computation time grows linearly with the number of
prior bits, whereas in conventional methods, complexity grows
exponentially with the number of bits. We verified the validity
of the analytical results with simulations and demonstrated
experimentally that this approximation is reasonably accurate
for several systems. In addition, we showed that certain pulse
response shapes can result in a minimum peak-to-peak DDJ
and can be used in designing the system. Finally, we high-
lighted that 3-dB bandwidth does not characterize DDJ of the
system completely and the shape of the system step response
is the important and essential element that determines DDJ
characteristics.
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